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Abstract: The sixth-generation (6G) mobile networks are expected to operate at a higher frequency to
achieve a wider bandwidth and to enhance the frequency reuse efficiency for improved spectrum
utilization. In this regard, three-dimensional (3D) spatial reuse of millimeter-wave (mmWave) spectra
by in-building small cells is considered an effective technique. In contrast to previous works exploiting
microwave spectra, in this paper, we present a technique for the 3D spatial reuse of 28 and 60 GHz
mmWave spectra by in-building small cells, each enabled with dual transceivers operating at 28 and
60 GHz bands, to enhance frequency reuse efficiency and achieve the expected spectral efficiency (SE)
and energy efficiency (EE) requirements for 6G mobile networks. In doing so, we first present an
analytical model for the 28 GHz mmWave spectrum to characterize co-channel interference (CCI) and
deduce a minimum distance between co-channel small cells at both intra- and inter-floor levels in
a multistory building. Using minimum distances at both intra- and inter-floor levels, we find the
optimal 3D cluster size for small cells and define the corresponding 3D spatial reuse factor, such that
the entire 28 and 60 GHz spectra can be reused by each 3D cluster in each building. Considering
a system architecture where outdoor macrocells and picocells operate in the 2 GHz microwave
spectrum, we derive system-level average capacity, SE, and EE values, as well as develop an algorithm
for the proposed technique. With extensive numerical and simulation results, we show the impacts
of 3D spatial reuse of multi-mmWave spectra by small cells in each building and the number of
buildings per macrocell on the average SE and EE performances. Finally, it is shown that the proposed
technique can satisfy the expected average SE and EE requirements for 6G mobile networks.

Keywords: 6G; spectrum reuse; millimeter-wave; small cells; in-building; modeling; 28 GHz; 60 GHz

1. Introduction

Given that fifth-generation (5G) mobile communication networks are scheduled to be commercially
deployed in 2020, researchers are looking forward to the next-generation (i.e., sixth-generation (6G))
mobile communication networks. In line with this, both academics and industry researchers have
started discussing the structure of 6G, while several proposals for 6G vision and enabling techniques
have already been recommended [1–4]. Because of the highly diversified nature of these proposals,
it is very hard to compile a definite set of requirements and enabling techniques at this moment.
However, there is a common expectation regarding the 10-fold improved performance of 6G over its
predecessor 5G networks in terms of several key performance metrics, including average user data
rate, system capacity, spectral efficiency, and energy efficiency. Since most data is generated in indoor
environments, particularly in urban multistory buildings, developing new techniques to utilize spectra
in the high-frequency bands (including millimeter-wave (mmWave), terahertz, and visible light bands)
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to address high user data rate, system capacity, spectral efficiency (SE), and energy efficiency (EE)
demands for the future 6G mobile networks has been proposed as one of the key pillars [1,3,4].

Spatial spectrum reuse techniques have been considered as effective techniques to improve
spectrum utilization. However, traditional approaches to spectrum reuse by base stations in
two-dimensional (2D) space are not sufficient to address the envisaged user data rate, system capacity,
SE, and EE demands of 6G mobile networks. High-frequency bands are coverage-limited due to
associated high propagation loss. Moreover, the penetration losses of high-frequency mmWave bands
through external and internal walls and floors in any multistory building are significant compared
to low-frequency microwave bands. For these reasons, the reuse of high-frequency mmWave bands
are explored in the third dimension (i.e., the height of a multistory building), which results in reusing
the same high-frequency band more than once at the inter-floor level. In addition, the conventional
spectrum reuse techniques at the intra-floor level in a multistory building are used in order to facilitate
extensive reuse of mmWave spectra in ultra-dense deployed small cells within the building.

Importantly, the capacity is directly proportional to the available spectrum bandwidth of a channel,
which can be extended by increasing either the number of available spectra, such that each small cell
can operate in more than one spectrum; or the number of times the same spectrum is reused by small
cells through vertical spatial reuse in a multistory building. Hence, techniques for three-dimensional
(3D) spatial reuse of high-frequency mmWave spectra with in-building multiband-enabled small cells
can achieve the predicted 10-fold increase of the average user data rate, system capacity, SE, and EE of
5G systems to address the expected requirements of the future 6G mobile networks.

Applying a multiband cooperative network architecture for 5G heterogeneous networks is
mandatory to address seamless coverage [5]. Moreover, numerous studies on multiband-enabled
network architectures have been carried out in the literature. The authors of [5] proposed a control/user
plane split-based multiband cooperative network architecture where small access points are considered,
enabling multiple mmWave bands to serve user plane data and high data rate demands, while
macrocells are enabled with sub-6GHz bands to serve control plane signals and to enable coverage for 5G
heterogeneous networks. Likewise, an architecture for long-term evolution (LTE) systems considering
unlicensed bands for splitting control and user plane data is proposed in [6], the fundamentals and
general structure of a control and user plane split architecture are proposed in [7], and a mobility
management scheme for ultra-dense networks is proposed in [8].

However, studies on multiband-enabled in-building small cells used to exploit the vertical spatial
reuse of spectra are not obvious. We first studied this case and proposed techniques to show the
potential to achieve high spectral and energy efficiencies in both fourth generation (4G) [9] and
5G [10–12] networks by exploiting both microwave and mmWave spectrum sharing with small cells
of the same or a different system. This paper extends the contribution of these previous studies,
where small cells are enabled only with high-frequency bands, by reusing these spectrum bands as
much as possible with each small cell to address the expected requirements for 6G. Unlike previous
works, multi-millimeter-wave (multi-mmWave) channel models are exploited to define a more accurate
3D cluster of small cells to reuse the whole spectrum with each cluster of small cells. Since the
microwave spectrum is not reused by small cells and because 28 and 60 GHz mmWave spectra of the
mobile network operator (MNO) are reused only by in-building small cells, no co-channel interference
management technique is needed, unlike in previous studies. Transceiver 1 for each small cell operates
in the 28 GHz licensed spectrum band, whereas transceiver 2 operates in the 60 GHz unlicensed
spectrum band.

Based on the service requirements, both intra-floor- and inter-floor-level co-channel interference
constraints are set to define a minimum distance between co-channel interferers at both intra-floor
and inter-floor levels, which in turns gives the size of a 3D cluster of small cells. The entire 28 and
60 GHz spectra are reused by each 3D cluster in each building for L number of buildings where
L denotes the number of buildings of small cells per macrocell. The average system-level capacity,
SE, and EE performance metrics are derived for numerous values of 3D spatial reuse factors. Finally,
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the performance of the proposed technique is then compared with that of 6G mobile networks to show
that the 3D spatial reuse of multi-mmWave spectra can satisfy the average SE and EE requirements for
6G mobile networks.

The paper is organized as follows. The system model, including the system architecture and
modeling of 3D clusters of in-building small cells operating in multi-mmWave spectrum bands, is
detailed in Section 2. In Section 3, system-level average capacity, SE, and EE performance metrics are
derived and an algorithm for the proposed technique for 3D in-building spatial reuse of multi-mmWave
spectra in ultra-dense small cells are developed. Performance evaluation, as well as performance
comparison of the proposed technique with the expected requirements for 6G in terms of average SE
and EE, is carried out in Section 4. We conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. System Model

2.1. System Architecture

First, we consider a system architecture of an MNO, as shown in Figure 1, which incorporates a
set of picocells and small cells distributed over the coverage of a macrocell. Picocells serve outdoor
users, particularly in hotspot areas, by offloading users from the macrocell. All outdoor macro user
equipment (UE) is served either by the macrocell or by a picocell if offloaded. However, if a macro UE
is found within a building, the corresponding indoor macro UE is served only by the macrocell. Small
cells are deployed only within multistory buildings, such that in-building small cell UE is served only
by small cells.
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Figure 1. (a) An illustration of the system architecture for reuse of millimeter-wave (mmWave) spectra
for in-building small cells. (b) Co-channel interferers with both intra-floor and inter-floor levels for
small-cell user equipment (UE).
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Assume that the MNO is allocated with the licensed and 28 GHz spectrum bands to operate
5G mobile networks. To increase the available spectrum bandwidth, assume that the MNO also
considers operating at the 60 GHz unlicensed spectrum band. Due to the good channel quality and to
ensure extensive coverage, we assume that macrocells operate only in the 2 GHz microwave spectrum,
whereas to provide high data rate services within small coverage areas, small cells operate in both
mmWave spectra, such that each small cell is enabled with dual-band operation in 28 and 60 GHz
bands, as shown in Figure 1a.

Similar to [9], we assume that each building consists of a set of square grid apartments measuring
10 × 10 m2 per floor, and that there are multiple floors per building. For simplicity, we assume that
each building has the same number of small cells, although in practice the number of apartments per
building varies. Further, we assume that each small cell serves only one UE at any time and is located
at the center of the ceiling of an apartment, as shown in Figure 1b. It is to be noted that since macrocells
and small cells operate at different frequencies, and that all macro UE and small cell UE are served
only by their respective cells, no co-channel interference management technique is needed between
macrocell UE and small-cell UE. However, the reuse of the same mmWave spectra is considered within
small cells in each building by forming a set of three-dimensional clusters of small cells that satisfy an
optimal value of co-channel interference for any small-cell UE. Figure 1b shows the formation of a
3D cluster of small cells for any small-cell UE S within a building, satisfying an optimal co-channel
interference value set by the MNO for both intra-floor and inter-floor levels, which we discuss in more
detail in the following section.

2.2. Modeling 3D Clusters of Millimeter-Wave Multiband Small Cells

2.2.1. Floor Attenuation Loss

Even though indoor radio signal propagation modeling has been studied for a long time, no
standard methodology has yet been developed to measure the penetration loss of walls and floors
for different building materials, making it difficult to compare results [13]. Moreover, studies at
high frequencies are also limited in the literature, particularly in millimeter frequency bands. Hence,
following [14], we consider a typical reinforced concrete floor for modeling purposes. According
to [14], the penetration loss of a typical reinforced concrete floor with a suspended false ceiling is 20 dB
at 5.2 GHz. Since the floor penetration loss is frequency-dependent and increases rapidly with an
increase in frequency, using the floor penetration loss data at 24 GHz in [15] and fitting the curve for a
concrete block in [13], we assume that the floor penetration loss in the 28 GHz mmWave spectrum is
55 dB for the first floor as a worst case analysis. Note that the floor penetration loss is not fixed for all
floors between transmitters and receivers. Instead, the impact of floor penetration loss is nonlinear,
whereby it decreases with an increase in the number of floors.

Moreover, according to [16], an internal wall exhibits a penetration loss of 6.84 dB at 28 GHz.
Furthermore, outdoor external tinted glass causes 40.1 dB penetration loss, whereas brick walls show
penetration loss of 28 dB at 28 GHz (Table 1). This large penetration loss at 28 GHz for both intra-floor
and inter-floor levels, along with high external wall penetration loss, causes the radio frequency to be
confined within a building, resulting in no or insignificant interference with outdoor signals of the
same frequency. Due to the higher frequency, the loss also increases at 60 GHz as compared to 28 GHz,
such that the 3D cluster model of small-cell base stations (SBSs) with the 28 GHz spectrum is also
applicable for the 60 GHz unlicensed spectrum.
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Table 1. Floor penetration loss in the 28 GHz mmWave spectrum band.

Obstacle Penetration Loss (dB)

Floor (reinforced concrete) 1 55
Internal wall 2 6.84

External wall (brick) 2 28

Note: 1 taken from [13–15]; 2 taken from [16].

2.2.2. Modeling of 28 GHz Interference

To model 28 GHz mmWave path loss, we consider the omnidirectional, multi-frequency, combined
polarization, close-in free space (CIF) reference distance with the large-scale, frequency-dependent
path loss exponent model, as given below.

PL[dB] = 10 log10(4Πd0 fc/c)2 + 10n(1 + b( f − f0/ f0)) log10(d/d0) + X∆

where n denotes the path loss exponent, b represents the slope of the linear frequency dependence
of the path loss, f 0 represents a fixed reference frequency serving as the balancing point of the linear
frequency dependence of n, and X∆ is the Gaussian random variable, with standard deviation Λ
representing large-scale signal variation about the mean path loss due to shadowing.

For line-of-sight (LOS) cases, n = 2.1, b = 0.32, Λ = 9.9 dB, and f 0 = 51 GHz. Putting these values
in the above equation, for f = f c = 28 GHz, the following can be obtained.

PL[dB] = 61.38 +
(
10× 2.1× (1 + (0.32× ((28− 51)/51))) log10(d)

)
+ X∆

PL[dB] = 61.38 + 17.97 log10(d) + X∆

2.2.3. Modeling Intra-floor and Inter-floor Co-Channel Interference Effects and 3D Clusters of
Small Cells

Previously, we presented a model for microwave spectra in [9] to find the size of a 3D cluster,
which we adopt in this paper to extend its applicability to mmWave spectra. In line with this,
the co-channel interference effect experienced by small-cell UE is given by the total co-channel
interference effect from both intra-floor and inter-floor levels, i.e., αnor,total

CCI = αnor,total
CCI,intra + α

nor,total
CCI,inter,

subject to αnor,total
CCI ≤ Ioptimal,total. Here, αnor,total

CCI,intra and αnor,total
CCI,inter denote the total interference effect

that small-cell UE experience in intra-floor and inter-floor levels, respectively. Here, Ioptimal,total =

Ioptimal,intra + Ioptimal,inter denotes the total optimal value of co-channel interference in both intra-floor
and inter-floor levels set by the MNO, while Ioptimal,intra and Ioptimal,inter denote the optimal values of
co-channel interference in intra-floor and inter-floor levels, respectively.

Note that a reduction in the size of a 3D cluster corresponds to an increase in reuse of any spectrum
for a given number of small cells within a building. Hence, the optimal size of a 3D cluster requires
the size of the cluster to be minimized. The minimum size can be found by solving the following
minimization problem:

minimize Θ3D

subject to (a) αnor,total
CCI ≤ Ioptimal,total =

(
Ioptimal,intra + Ioptimal,inter

)
(b) αnor,total

CCI = αnor,total
CCI,intra + α

nor,total
CCI,inter

(c) αnor,total
CCI,intra ≤ Ioptimal,intra

(d) αnor,total
CCI,inter ≤ Ioptimal,inter

(1)
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However, finding the minimum size of a 3D cluster of small cells requires finding the minimum
distance between co-channel interferers in both intra-floor and inter-floor levels. Hence, to find an
optimal minimum distance in both intra-floor and inter-floor levels, such as in [9], we also consider
separating the problem into two sub-problems—sub-problem 1 for intra-floor levels and sub-problem
2 for inter-floor levels, as follows.

Sub-Problem 1
min dCCI,intra

subject to αnor,total
CCI,intra ≤ Ioptimal,intra

PSC ≤ PSC,max

(2)

Sub-Problem 2
min dCCI,inter

subject to αnor,total
CCI,inter ≤ Ioptimal,inter

PSC ≤ PSC,max

(3)

where PSC,max denotes the maximum transmission power of a small-cell transceiver operating in the
28 GHz mmWave band. Hence, solving the above two sub-problems for an optimal minimum distance
of dCCI,intra

∗ in the intra-floor level and dCCI,inter
∗ in the inter-floor level gives an optimal minimum

cluster size Θ3D
∗.

(a) Intra-Floor Interference

The received co-channel interference power in the intra-floor level for small-cell UE can be
expressed as follows:

αCCI,intra[dB] = Pt − PL[dB]

αCCI,intra(dCCI,intra)[dB] = 19−
(
61.38 + 17.97 log10(dCCI,intra) + X∆

)
αCCI,intra(dCCI,intra)[dB] = −

(
42.38 + 17.97 log10(dCCI,intra) + X∆

)
10× log10(αCCI,intra(dCCI,intra)) = −

(
42.38 + 17.97 log10(dCCI,intra) + X∆

)
log10(αCCI,intra(dCCI,intra)) = −

(
42.38 + 17.97 log10(dCCI,intra) + X∆

)
/10

αCCI,intra(dCCI,intra) = 10−(42.38+17.97 log10 (dCCI,intra)+X∆)/10

αCCI,intra(dCCI,intra) = 10−(4.238+1.797 log10 (dCCI,intra)+X∆/10)

Since mmWave signals are highly attenuated by internal walls and the transmission power of
a small cell is typically low, considering only the first tier of co-channel interferers is sufficient to
incorporate the co-channel interference effect for small-cell UE. Considering the worst case scenario,
the maximum co-channel interference is experienced by UE when the co-channel interferer is located
at distance dCCI,intra = dmin. Hence, the maximum value of co-channel interference can be expressed
as follows:

αmax
CCI,intra(dCCI,intra) = 10−(4.238+1.797 log10 (dmin)+X∆/10)

The normalized value of intra-floor interference from a co-channel interferer for small-cell UE can
be expressed as:

αnor
CCI,intra(dCCI,intra) = αCCI,intra(dCCI,intra)/αmax

CCI,intra(dCCI,intra)

αnor
CCI,intra(dCCI,intra) = 10(−4.238−1.797 log10 (dCCI,intra)−X∆/10+4.238+1.797 log10 (dmin)+X∆/10)

αnor
CCI,intra(dCCI,intra) = 10

(1.797 log10 (
dmin

dCCI,intra
))
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αnor
CCI,intra(dCCI,intra) = 10

log10 (
dmin

dCCI,intra
)

1.797

αnor
CCI,intra(dCCI,intra) =

(
dmin

dCCI,intra

)1.797

αnor
CCI,intra(dCCI,intra)[dB] = 1.797× log10

(
dmin

dCCI,intra

)
(b) Inter-Floor Interference

The expression for inter-floor interference can be derived similarly, except that additional floor
penetration loss needs to be accounted for. Let αfloor(dCCI,inter) denote the floor penetration loss of
a multi-floor building, as discussed in Section 2.2.1, such that the co-channel interference effect for
small-cell UE due to first-tier co-channel interferers located on different floors to the small-cell UE can
be given by:

αCCI,inter(dCCI,inter) = 10−(4.238+1.797 log10 (dCCI,inter)+X∆/10+αfloor(dCCI,inter)/10)

Hence, the maximum value of the co-channel interference in the inter-floor level can be expressed
similarly, as follows:

αmax
CCI,inter(dCCI,inter = dmin) = 10−(4.238+1.797 log10 (dmin)+X∆/10)

The normalized value of inter-floor interference from a co-channel interferer for small-cell UE
located on any floor other than the same floor as the small-cell UE can be expressed as:

αnor
CCI,inter(dCCI,inter) = 10

(1.797 log10 (
dmin

dCCI,inter
)−αfloor(dCCI,inter)/10)

αnor
CCI,inter(dCCI,inter) = 10

(1.797 log10 (
dmin

dCCI,inter
))

10−(αfloor(dCCI,inter)/10)

αnor
CCI,inter(dCCI,inter) = 10−0.1 αfloor(dCCI,inter) ×

(
dmin

dCCI,inter

)1.797

αnor
CCI,inter(dCCI,inter)[dB] = −0.1 αfloor(dCCI,inter) +

(
1.797×

(
dmin

dCCI,inter

))
(c) Intra-Floor-Level Minimum Distance between Co-Channel Interferers

Let Imax,intra denote the maximum number of co-channel interferers for a small-cell UE in the
intra-floor level in the worst condition. Then, the total interference effect that a small-cell UE experiences
in the intra-floor level is given by:

αnor,total
CCI,intra(dCCI,intra) = Imax,intra ×α

nor
CCI,intra(dCCI,intra)

αnor,total
CCI,intra(dCCI,intra) = Imax,intra ×

(
dmin

dCCI,intra

)1.797

Note that if only the first tier of the intra-floor-level co-channel interference effect is considered
dominant, then Imax,intra = 8. Then, from Equation (2), the constraint αnor,total

CCI,intra(dCCI,intra) ≤ Ioptimal,intra

is satisfied when dCCI,intra = dCCI,intra
∗, such that using the above equation, we can write the following:

Imax,intra × (dmin/dCCI,intra
∗)1.797

≤ Ioptimal,intra

After manipulating the above expression, dCCI,intra
∗ can be expressed as follows:

dCCI,intra
∗ = dmin × (Imax,intra/Ioptimal,intra)

1.797−1
(4)
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(d) Inter-Floor-Level Minimum Distance between Co-Channel Interferers

Similarly, let Imax,inter denote the maximum number of co-channel interferers for a small-cell UE
in the inter-floor level in the worst condition. Then, the total interference effect that a small-cell UE
experiences in the inter-floor level is given by:

αnor,total
CCI,inter(dCCI,inter) = Imax,inter ×

(
10−0.1 αfloor(dCCI,inter) × (dmin/dCCI,inter)

1.797
)

Similarly to the intra-floor level, if only the first tier of the inter-floor-level co-channel interference
effect is considered dominant, then Imax,inter = 2 for double-sided co-channel interferers, where
one is on the floor above and the others are on the floors below the small-cell UE. However, for
single-sided co-channel interferers, either on the floor above or the floors below the small-cell UE,
Imax,inter = 1. Then, from Equation (3), the constraint αnor,total

CCI,inter(dCCI,inter) ≤ Ioptimal,inter is satisfied when
dCCI,inter = dCCI,inter

∗, such that using the above equation, we can write the following.

Imax,inter ×
(
10−0.1 αfloor(dCCI,inter) × (dmin/dCCI,inter)

1.797
)
≤ Ioptimal,inter

Similar to the intra-floor level, an optimal distance between inter-floor level co-channel interferer
dCCI,inter

∗ can be found as follows.

dCCI,inter
∗
≥ dmin ×

(
10−0.1 αfloor(dCCI,inter) × (Imax,inter/Ioptimal,inter)

)1.797−1

(5)

(e) Estimation of 3D Cluster Size

Let κintra denote the maximum number of small-cell tiers in the exclusion region to satisfy dCCI,intra
∗.

We can then express the number of small cells in the 2D intra-floor cluster as follows:

Θintra = κintra
2 (6)

The value of κintra can be found as follows:

κintra = ceil
(
d∗CCI,intra + (a/2)/a

)
(7)

where a denotes the side length of a square apartment, which is equal to 10 m. Similarly, the maximum
number of small cells in the exclusion region corresponding to satisfying dCCI,inter

∗ can be expressed
as follows:

Θinter = ceil
(
d∗CCI,inter/dfloor

)
(8)

where dfloor denotes the height of a floor. Hence, an optimal minimum size of a 3D cluster of small
cells satisfying the constraints in Equation (1) can be found as follows:

Θ3D
∗ = (Θintra ×Θinter) (9)

Let εRF denote the spectrum reuse factor of small cells per multistory building, such that the
number of times the same mmWave spectra can be reused by small cells per building due to 3D
clustering is given by:

εRF =
SF,total

Θ3D
∗

(10)

3. Problem Formulation and Algorithm Development

3.1. Problem Formulation

Let SF denotes the maximum number of small cells per 3D cluster, such that s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , SF} and
SF,total per building, meaning that SF,total = εRF × SF. Assume that L denotes the number of buildings
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per macrocell coverage, such that l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L} for the MNO. Assume that there are SM macrocells
in the MNO system and SP picocells per macrocell. Let M2−GHz, M28−GHz, and M60−GHz denote
the number of resource blocks (RBs) in the 2 GHz microwave spectrum, 28 GHz licensed mmWave
spectrum, and 60 GHz unlicensed mmWave spectrum, respectively, where a RB is equal to 180 kHz.
Also assume that transceivers 1 and 2 in each small cell operate at the transmission powers of P28−GHz

and P60−GHz, respectively; whereas the transmission powers of macrocells and picocells are denoted as
P2−GHz,MC and P2−GHz,PC, respectively.

The downlink received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio for UE at RB = i in the transmission
time interval (TTI) = t can be expressed as:

ρt,i =
(
Pt,i/(Ns

t,i + It,i)
)
×Ht,i (11)

where Pt,i is the transmission power, Ns
t,i is the noise power, and It,i is the total interference signal

power. Here, Ht,i is the link loss for a link between UE and a base station at RB = i in TTI = t, and can
be expressed in dB as:

Ht,i(dB) = (Gt + Gr) − (LF + PLt,i) + (LSt,i + SSt,i) (12)

where (Gt + Gr) and LF are the total antenna gain and connector loss, respectively. Here, LSt,i,
SSt,i, and PLt,i denote the large-scale shadowing effect, small-scale Rayleigh or Rician fading, and
distance-dependent path loss, respectively, between a base station and a piece of UE at RB = i in TTI = t.

Using Shannon’s capacity formula, a link throughput at RB = i in TTI = t in bps per Hz is given
by [17]:

σt,i(ρt,i) =


0, ρt,i < −10 dB

β log2

(
1 + 10(ρt,i(dB)/10)

)
, −10 dB ≤ ρt,i ≤ 22 dB

4.4, ρt,i > 22 dB

 (13)

where β denotes the implementation loss factor.
The total capacity of all macro UE serving in the 2 GHz microwave spectrum of MNO can be

expressed as:

σ2−GHZ =
∑Q

t=1

∑M2−GHz

i=1
σt,i

(
ρt,i

)
(14)

where σ and ρ are responses over M2−GHZ RBs of all macro UE in t∈T.
Recall that transceiver 1 of an SBS operates in the 28 GHz spectrum, such that the capacity served

by transceiver 1 of an SBS is given by:

σTransceiver 1
28−GHZ,s =

∑
t∈T

∑M28−GHZ

i=1
σt,i

(
ρt,i

)
(15)

Note that the same 28 GHz spectrum is used for each 3D cluster of small cells. If all SBSs in each
multistory building serve simultaneously in t∈T, then the aggregate capacity served by transceiver 1
for all SBSs per 3D cluster, as well as per building, is given by:

σTransceiver 1
28−GHZ, 3D cluster =

∑SF

s=1
σTransceiver 1

28−GHZ, s (16)

σTransceiver 1
28−GHZ, L=1 = εRF × σ

Transceiver 1
28−GHZ, 3D cluster

Similarly, transceiver 2 for all SBSs per building operates in the 60 GHz spectrum, such that the
capacity served by transceiver 2 for all SBSs per building is given by:

σTransceiver 1
28−GHZ, s =

∑
t∈T

∑M28−GHZ

i=1
σt,i

(
ρt,i

)
(17)
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If all SBSs in each multistory building serves simultaneously in t∈T, the aggregate capacity served
by transceiver 1 for all SBS per 3D cluster, as well as per building, is given by:

σTransceiver 2
60−GHZ, 3D cluster =

∑SF

s=1
σTransceiver 2

60−GHZ, s (18)

σTransceiver 2
60−GHZ, L=1 = εRF × σ

Transceiver 2
60−GHZ, 3D cluster

where σTransceiver 2
60−GHZ, s =

∑
t∈T

∑M60−GHZ
i=1 σt,i

(
ρt,i

)
.

Then, the total aggregate capacity served by transceivers 1 and 2 for all SBSs per building is
given by:

σMB, L=1 = σTransceiver 1
28−GHZ, L=1 + σ

Transceiver 2
60−GHZ, L=1 (19)

σMB, L=1 = εRF ×
(
σTransceiver 1

28−GHZ, 3D cluster + σ
Transceiver 2
60−GHZ, 3D cluster

)
Due to the short distance between the small-cell UE and its SBS, along with the low transmission

power of SBSs, we assume similar indoor signal propagation characteristics for all L buildings for each
macrocell. Then, by linear approximation, the system-level average aggregate capacity of the MNO for
L > 1 is given by:

σ
sys
cap(L) = σ2−GHZ +

(
L× σMB, L=1

)
(20)

σ
sys
cap(L) = σ2−GHZ +

(
L× εRF ×

(
σTransceiver 1

28−GHZ, 3D cluster + σ
Transceiver 2
60−GHZ, 3D cluster

))
(21)

The spectral efficiency (SE) for L buildings is then given by:

σ
sys
SE (L) = σ

sys
cap(L)/((M2−GHZ + M28−GHZ) ×Q) (22)

Similarly, the energy efficiency (EE) for L buildings is given by:

σ
sys
EE (L) =(
(L× SF × (P28−GHZ + P60−GHZ))+

(SP × P2−GHZ,PC) + (SM × P2−GHZ,MC)

)/(
σ

sys
cap(L)/Q

) (23)

It should be noted that for the SE estimation, only the licensed spectra (i.e., 2 and 28 GHz spectra)
of the MNO are considered, due to the licensing fee being paid by the MNO to use these bands. This
is why the 60 GHz unlicensed spectrum is not accounted for in the SE estimation, because there is
no charge to use this band. In other words, only the licensed spectra are considered as the effective
spectra for the MNO.

3.2. Algorithm Development

Algorithm 1 shows the logical operation of the proposed technique for 3D in-building spatial
reuse of multi-mmWave spectra in ultra-dense small cells. The algorithm works as follows. At first,
the minimum distances between co-channel interferers in both intra-floor and inter-floor levels are
estimated subject to satisfying Ioptimal,intra and Ioptimal,inter, respectively. Using these values of minimum
distances, the size of the 3D cluster of small cells per building and the 3D spatial reuse factor are
estimated. Then, the average outdoor macro UE capacity and the average indoor small cell capacity
for each of the L buildings are found, which in turn provides the system-level average capacity, SE,
and EE metrics for L buildings for εRF ∈ {1, 4, 9, 16}. The SE and EE values for L buildings are then
used to find values of L that satisfy both σsys

SE (L) ≥ σ6G
SE and σsys

EE (L) ≤ σ
6G
EE conditions, which result in

finding a value of L that can satisfy both average SE and EE requirements for 6G mobile networks,
using the condition L6G

max(εRF) = max
(
L6G

SE (εRF), L6G
EE(εRF)

)
for εRF ∈ {1, 4, 9, 16}.
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Algorithm 1. The 3D in-building spatial reuse of multi-millimeter-wave spectra in ultra-dense small cells.

1. Input: Imax,intra, Imax,inter, αfloor
(
dCCI,inter

)
, Ioptimal,intra, Ioptimal,inter, dmin, SF,total, SF, N,

// enter input values
2. L, T, Q, a, M2−GHZ, M28−GHZ, M60−GHZ, P28−GHZ, P60−GHZ, P2−GHZ,MC, P2−GHZ,PC

3. // start
// 3D clustering

4. Estimate dCCI,intra
∗ = dmin ×

(
Imax,intra

Ioptimal,intra

)1.797−1

5. Estimate dCCI,inter
∗
≥ dmin ×

(
10−0.1 αfloor(dCCI,inter) ×

(
Imax,inter

Ioptimal,inter

))1.797−1

6. Estimate κintra = ceil
(
d∗CCI,intra + (a/2)/a

)
7. Estimate Θintra = κintra

2 and Θinter = ceil
(
d∗CCI,inter/dfloor

)
8. Estimate Θ3D

∗ = (Θintra ×Θinter) and εRF = SF,total/Θ3D
∗

9. // end
// 3D clustering

10. // start
// performance metrics estimation

11. Find σ2−GHZ =
∑Q

t=1
∑M2−GHZ

i=1 σt,i
(
ρt,i

)
12. Find σTransceiver 1

28−GHZ, 3D cluster and σTransceiver 2
60−GHZ, 3D cluster

13. For L = 1: Lmax

14. Estimate σsys
cap(L) = σ2−GHZ +

(
L× εRF ×

(
σTransceiver 1

28−GHZ, 3D cluster + σ
Transceiver 2
60−GHZ, 3D cluster

))
15. Estimate σsys

SE (L) = σ
sys
cap(L)/((M2−GHZ + M28−GHZ) ×Q)

16. Estimate σsys
EE (L) =

 (L× SF × (P28−GHZ + P60−GHZ))+(
SP × P2−GHZ,PC

)
+

(
SM × P2−GHZ,MC

) /
(
σ

sys
cap(L)/Q

)
17. End
18. // end

// performance metrics estimation
19. // start

// performance comparison
20. For εRF ∈ {1, 4, 9, 16}
21. For L = 1: Lmax

22. If σsys
SE (L) ≥ σ6G

SE

23. Find L6G
SE (εRF) = L

24. End
25. If σsys

EE ≤ σ
6G
EE

26. Find L6G
EE(εRF) = L

27. End
28. If σsys

SE (L) ≥ σ6G
SE &&σsys

EE (L) ≤ σ
6G
EE

29. Find L6G
max(εRF) = max

(
L6G

SE (εRF), L6G
EE(εRF)

)
30. End
31. End
32. End
33. // end

// performance comparison
34. Output: σsys

SE (L),σsys
EE (L), L6G

max(εRF)

// plot or display outputs

4. Performance Evaluation

4.1. Estimation of 3D Cluster Size and Spectrum Reuse Factor

Assume that αfloor(dCCI,inter) = 55 dB, Imax,intra = 8, and Imax,inter = 2 for the worst case analysis.
Since in Equation (3),

(
10−5.5

)
<< (2/Ioptimal,inter) irrespective of the value of Ioptimal,inter, we can write
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(
10−5.5 << (2/Ioptimal,inter)

)
�

(
10−5.5

)
. Then, from Equation (3), this results in dCCI,inter

∗
≥ d0 = 1 m,

meaning it is sufficient to reuse the same spectrum. Hence, due to the high floor penetration loss,
mmWave spectra can be reused on each floor. Figure 2 shows the required minimum distance in
the intra-floor level dCCI,intra

∗ with the variation of Ioptimal,intra. It can be found that for mmWave
signals, dCCI,intra

∗ decreases exponentially with an increase in Ioptimal,intra. Hence, it is preferable to
set Ioptimal,intra as high as possible, which can be compensated by Ioptimal,inter due to the high floor
penetration loss, such that the aggregate interference constraint in the intra-floor and inter-floor
areas, αnor,total

CCI ≤ Ioptimal,total =
(
Ioptimal,intra + Ioptimal,inter

)
in Equation (1), can be satisfied. Since

Ioptimal,total can be considered independent of Ioptimal,inter, the value of Ioptimal,total can be defined only
by Ioptimal,intra.
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Assume that Ioptimal,intra = 0.25, such that by using Equation (2) and Figure 2, the corresponding
value of the minimum distance between co-channel interferers in the intra-floor level can be found as
dCCI,intra

∗ = 34.4 m, which corresponds to a separation of at least 3 apartments between intra-floor
co-channel interferers. Hence, using Equations (6) and (7), κintra = 3, such that Θintra = κintra

2 = 32 = 9.
Since the mmWave spectrum can be reused on each floor (i.e., for dCCI,inter

∗
≥ 1 m), using Equation (8),

Θinter = 1. Now, using Equation (9), we can find the size of a 3D cluster Θ3D
∗ = (Θintra ×Θinter) =

(9× 1) = 9. Similarly, using Figure 2, the optimal size of a 3D cluster of small cells corresponding to any
intra-floor interference value can be estimated. Now, consider that each multistory building consists
of 10 floors, each containing 18 apartments, such that the total number of apartments per building is
SF,total = 180. Now, using Equation (10), the total number times the same mmWave spectrum that can
be reused for small cells per building is given by εRF = (SF,total/Θ3D

∗) = (180/9) = 20.

4.2. Evaluation Parameters and Assumptions

Default parameters and assumptions used for the system-level evaluation are given in Table 2.
To comply with the recommendations of standards bodies [18], omnidirectional path loss models
with arbitrary antenna patterns are considered for small cells operating in only mmWave spectra.
Further, no small-scale fading is considered at mmWave frequencies due to insignificant small-scale
fading variation (e.g., ±3 dB) in the mmWave received signals [19]. Furthermore, even though the CIF
large-scale model at the 28 GHz band is available for both line-of-sight (LOS and non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) signal propagations [18], because there is less multi-path fading at mmWave frequencies
in indoor environments, we consider the CIF large-scale LOS model. However, since the path loss
exponent in NLOS propagation of mmWave signals increases considerably from that in LOS (e.g., from
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2.1 in LOS to 3.4 in NLOS propagation of the 28 GHz signal [18]), the size of an optimal 3D cluster of
small cells in a building, in general, would also decrease, particularly at the intra-floor level. Hence,
considering NLOS instead of LOS would help improve the overall system-level performance due to
reusing the same mmWave spectrum more for NLOS than LOS for each building. In other words,
the performance analysis using the LOS 28 GHz mmWave spectrum could be considered as a worst
case scenario analysis in this band, which we carry out in this paper. Additionally, since the mmWave
path loss indoors is frequency-dependent, which typically increases with an increase in frequency,
we consider the lower 28 GHz mmWave path loss model to estimate the optimal 3D cluster size of
small cells within a multistory building, which is applicable to both 28 and 60 GHz spectrum bands.

Table 2. Default parameters and assumptions.

Parameters and Assumptions Value

Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA)
simulation case 1 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) case 3

Cellular layout 2, inter-site
distance (ISD) 1,2, transmit direction

Hexagonal grid, dense urban, 3 sectors per macrocell site, 1732 m, downlink

Carrier frequency 2,3
Licensed 2 GHz NLOS microwave spectrum band for macrocells
and picocells, licensed 28 GHz LOS mmWave spectrum band and
unlicensed 60 GHz LOS mmWave spectrum band for small cells

System bandwidth 10-MHz for each spectrum band

Number of cells 1 macrocell, 2 picocells, 180 small cells per building

Total BS transmit power 1

(dBm)
46 for macrocell 1,4, 37 for picocells 1, 19 for 28 GHz

and 17.3 for 60 GHz for small cells 1,3,4,6

Co-channel small-scale
fading model 1,5,6

Frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel for 2 GHz NLOS spectrum for
macrocells and picocells, no small-scale fading effect for

28 GHz LOS or 60 GHz LOS spectra for small cells

External wall penetration loss 1 (Low) 20 dB for 2 GHz spectrum

Path loss
(PL)

MBS and UE 1 Outdoor macrocell UE PL(dB) = 15.3 + 37.6 log10 R, R is in m

Indoor macrocell UE PL(dB) = 15.3 + 37.6 log10 R + Low, R is in m

PBS and UE 1 PL(dB) = 140.7 + 36.7 log10 R, R is in km

SBS and UE 1,2,3,5

PL(dB) = 127 + 30 log10(R/1000), R in m (for 2 GHz spectrum),
PL[dB] = 61.4 + 10n(1 + b( f − fo/ fo)) log10(d/do) (for 28 GHz

LOS spectrum, where d0 = 1 m, n = 2.1, b = 0.32, and f 0 = 51 GHz),
and PL(dB) = 68 + 21.7 log10(R), R in m (for 60 GHz spectrum)

Lognormal shadowing
standard deviation (dB) 8 for MBS 2, 10 for PBS 1, and 9.9 for 28 GHz LOS spectrum, and 0.88 for 60 GHz LOS spectrum for FBS 2,3,5

Antenna configuration Single-input–single-output for all BSs and UEs

Antenna pattern (horizontal) Directional (120◦) for MBS 1, omnidirectional for PBS 1 and SBS 1

Antenna gain plus connector loss (dBi) 14 for MBS 2, 5 for PBS 1, 5 for SBS 1,3,6

UE antenna gain 2,3,6 0 dBi (for 2 GHz spectrum), 5 dBi (for 28 GHz and
60 GHz spectrum, biconical horn)

UE noise Figure 2 6 and UE speed 1 9 dB (2 GHz spectrum) and 10 dB (for 28 GHz and
60 GHz spectra), 3 km/h

Total number of macrocell UE 30

Picocell coverage and macrocell UE offloaded to all picocells 1 40 m (radius), 2/15

Indoor macrocell UE 1 35%

3D multistory building and
SBS models (for regular
Square grid structure)

Number of buildings L

Number of floors per building 10

Number of apartments per floor 18

Number of SBSs per apartment 1

SBS activation ratio 100%

SBS deployment ratio 1

Total number of SBSs per building 180

Area of an apartment 10 × 10 m 2

Location of an SBS in an apartment Center of the ceiling

Scheduler and traffic model 2 Proportional Fair (PF) and full buffer

Type of SBSs Closed Subscriber Group (CSG) femtocell base stations

Channel State Information (CSI) Ideal

TTI 1 and scheduler time constant (tc) 1 ms and 100 ms

Total simulation run time 8 ms

Note: taken 1 from [20]; 2 from [21]; 3 from [22]; 4 from [23]; from 5 [18]; from 6 [24].
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4.3. Performance Analysis

Using the analytical expressions given by Equations (21)–(23) and varying the number of buildings
L, as well as the 3D spatial reuse factor εRF given by Equation (10), the impact of applying the proposed
technique for 3D spatial reuse of 28 and 26 GHz mmWave spectra to in-building small cells for each
building in terms of average SE and average EE is discussed in the following.

4.3.1. Impact of 3D Spatial Reuse of mmWave Spectra

Figure 3 shows SE and EE responses when applying 3D spatial reuse of mmWave spectra to
in-building small cells for εRF = 20. It is clear from Figure 3a that with an increase in the number
of buildings L, SE increases significantly when employing 3D spatial reuse of spectra to small cells
within each building as compared to when no reuse is considered. Employing only horizontal 2D
spatial reuse of mmWave spectra, reusing any spectrum just once for each building containing small
cells is not sufficient to gain high SE, due to the limitation of the maximum number of multistory
buildings that can exist within each macrocell’s coverage. To achieve ultra-high SE (e.g., 10 times the
efficiency of 5G networks [1]) for future 6G mobile networks, in addition to the horizontal spatial
reuse of spectra by more than one building containing small cells (i.e., L > 1), the vertical (i.e., the £D
inter-floor- and intra-floor-level reuse of spectra within a building) spatial reuse of mmWave spectra
within each building needs to be exploited.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 20 
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By exploiting the vertical spatial reuse of mmWave spectra by small cells within each building,
an MNO can address the scarcity of spectrum demands without sharing the spectra of other MNOs or
different systems, such as non-terrestrial satellite systems. This can result in saving additional costs
and reducing the network complexities associated with sharing spectra with other systems. From
Figure 3b, it can be found that EE improves exponentially with an increase in L and becomes almost
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steady for large values of L. Hence, unlike SE, 3D spatial reuse of spectra within each building of small
cells improves EE by a decent margin of about 20 times in the steady-state of the EE response with L as
compared to when no 3D spatial reuse of spectra is exploited. In short, exploiting 3D spatial reuse of
mmWave spectra within multistory buildings of small cells is a very effective technique to address the
expected SE and EE requirements for 6G mobile networks [1,2].

4.3.2. Impact of Variation in 3D Spatial Reuse Factor

Recall that both 28 GHz and 60 GHz mmWave spectra can be reused on each floor. Hence, using
Equation (6), the size of a 3D cluster is 1, 4, 9, or 16 for a maximum number of 18 apartments per floor for
a 10-story building. However, using Figure 2, it can be found that for a 3D cluster size of 1, Ioptimal,intra

needs to be set to 1, which is not feasible, since the maximum value of the normalized desired received
signal power of a small-cell UE from its serving small cell is 1. Hence, using Equation (10), a 3D cluster
size of 4, 9, or 16 corresponds to εRF value of 35, 20, or 11.25, respectively.

Figures 4 and 5 show SE and EE responses for εRF values of 35, 20, and 11 with the variation in
L. From Figure 4a, it can be found that SE improves linearly with an increase in L for any value of
εRF. Similarly, SE improves linearly with an increase in εRF for any value of L (Figure 5a). Hence,
Figures 4a and 5a imply that SE improves by a factor of (εRF × L) (i.e., it is a horizontal and vertical
spatial reuse product). However, from Figures 4b and 5b, it can be found that EE improves noticeably
with an increase εRF for low values of L (e.g., 1 ≤ L ≤ 5). As L gets larger (e.g., L > 50), no significant
improvement in EE is achieved, even though εRF increases from 11 to 35 (Figure 5b). Hence, εRF mainly
impacts SE enhancement, irrespective of the values of L, whereas εRF contributes to enhancing EE for
low values of L.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 20 
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4.4. Performance Comparison

According to [25,26], the average SE and average EE requirements for 5G mobile systems are
27–37 bps/Hz and 3 × 10−6 Joules/bit, respectively. It is expected that the future 6G mobile systems
will require 10 times average the SE [1] (i.e., 270–370 bps/Hz) and 10 times the average EE [2]
(i.e., 0.3 × 10−6 Joules/bit) of 5G mobile systems. Here, σ6G

SE and σ6G
EE denote the average SE and

average EE requirements for 6G mobile systems, respectively, such that σ6G
SE = 270–370 bps/Hz and

σ6G
EE = 0.3 × 10−6 Joules/bit. Now, using Equations (22)–(23), the required values of εRF and L for the

system-level average SE σsys
SE and average EE σsys

EE to satisfy the corresponding requirements for 6G
mobile systems are given in Table 3. From Table 3, it can be found that both the average SE and average
EE requirements for 6G mobile systems can easily be satisfied by all possible 3D spatial reuse factors
with cluster sizes of 4, 9, and 16 for multistory buildings, with each building containing 10 floors with
18 apartments per floor, which is achieved by reusing the same 28 and 60 GHz mmWave spectra, with
small-cell building L values of just 3, 2, and 1, respectively. It is noted that with no 3D spatial reuse of
mmWave spectra (i.e., εRF = 1), a large number of small-cell buildings with L = 30 are needed to satisfy
the requirements (particularly, the average SE requirement) for 6G mobile networks.

Table 3. Required values of 3D spatial reuse factor εRF and the number of small-cell buildings L to
satisfy both average SE and average EE requirements for 6G mobile networks.

εRF bΘ3D
∗(SF)c L (to Satisfy Both Average SE and EE Requirements for 6G Mobile Networks)

σ
sys
SE ≥σ

6G
SE σ

sys
EE ≤σ

6G
EE max(σsys

SE ,σsys
EE )

1 180 30 1 30
11 16 1 1 1
20 9 2 1 2
35 4 3 1 3
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, unlike previous works (e.g., [9–12]) that exploited the microwave channel model, by
exploiting the 28 GHz mmWave channel model, we have presented a technique for 3D spatial reuse
of multi-millimeter-wave (multi-mmWave) spectra in ultra-dense in-building small cells. In doing
so, we first present an analytical model for the 28 GHz mmWave spectrum to characterize co-channel
interference (CCI) between small cells enabled with dual transceivers operating in 28 and 60 GHz
millimeter-wave (mmWave) bands in a multistory building. The 28 GHz mmWave spectrum is
considered to model CCI and define a minimum distance between co-channel small cells in both
intra- and inter-floor levels, such that finding an optimal size of a 3D cluster of small cells in a
building is applicable for both 28 and 60 GHz spectrum bands, due to less indoor propagation loss
in the 28 GHz band than in the 60 GHz band. We then define the corresponding 3D spatial reuse
factor, such that the entire 28 and 60-GHz spectra can be reused by each 3D cluster in each building.
Considering a system architecture where outdoor macrocells and picocells operate in the 2 GHz
microwave spectrum, we derive the system-level average capacity, spectral efficiency (SE), and energy
efficiency (EE) performance metrics and develop an algorithm for the proposed technique.

Extensive system-level numerical and simulation analysis has been carried out to evaluate the
performance of the proposed technique. It has been shown that with an increase in the number of
small cell buildings L for a given value of εRF > 1, SE increases significantly when employing 3D
spatial reuse of spectra by small cells within each building as compared to when no reuse is considered
(i.e., εRF = 1). This implies that employing horizontal 2D spatial reuse of mmWave spectra only once
per small-cell building (i.e., by increasing L) is not sufficient to gain high SE, since L is limited by the
macrocell coverage. To achieve ultra-high SE for 6G mobile networks, in addition to the horizontal
spatial reuse of spectra, the vertical spatial reuse of mmWave spectra within each building needs to be
exploited. In short, the average SE improves by the product of horizontal spatial reuse of mmWave
spectrums by varying the number of buildings L and vertical spatial reuse of mmWave spectrums by
varying the 3D spatial reuse factor εRF, i.e., (εRF × L).

On the other hand, the average EE improves exponentially with an increase in L and becomes
almost steady for large values of L. However, with an increase in εRF, EE improves noticeably for low
values of L (e.g., 1 ≤ L ≤ 5). As L gets larger (e.g., L > 50), no significant improvement in EE can be
achieved, irrespective of the values of εRF. Hence, εRF mainly impacts SE enhancement, irrespective of
the values of L, whereas εRF contributes to enhancing EE only for low values of L. Finally, we have
shown that in contrast to considering εRF = 1, which requires L = 30, the expected requirements for 6G
mobile networks of 270–370 bps/Hz average SE and 0.3 × 10−6 Joules/bit average EE can be satisfied
with εRF > 1 for low values of L (e.g., εRF values of 4, 9, and 16 require L values of just 3, 2, and 1,
respectively), with each containing 180 small cells. Hence, 3D spatial reuse of multi-mmWave spectra
by small cells deployed within multistory buildings is a promising technique to address the expected
average SE and EE requirements for 6G mobile networks.
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